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Now Klopp knows what it means to get out of jail 
Stoke City 1 Walters 44 Liverpool 2 Coutinho 70, Firmino 72 
Referee M Dean Attendance 27,568 
There remained one more question for Jurgen Klopp to answer. It was 
approaching 6pm and, standing in a corridor at the Bet365 Stadium, 
the Liverpool manager was pondering the precise meaning of the phrase 'got out 
of jail'. "I am not exactly familiar with it, no, but I think I can work it out ... yeah, 
yeah, I get it," he said. "I am sure I understand with this game." 
An afternoon that had threatened to undermine Klopp ended with his fist pumps 
a little more frenzied than normal at the final whistle, an image that betrayed the 
importance of a success over Stoke City that should now define his side's 
campaign. The reputations of some would be restored as Liverpool stepped back 
from the brink, chiefly that of Klopp himself, while others soared, notably Simon 
Mignolet, the goalkeeper, and Philippe Coutinho, who rose from his sick bed on 
the morning of the game, displaying the sort of commitment not always seen 
elsewhere. It was Coutinho's absence from the starting line-up that made Klopp's 
decision to name Roberto Firmino among a star-studded substitutes' bench all the 
more perplexing, even amid concerns over the attacker's recent workload. Most 
other topflight coaches already shorn of Sadio Mane, Adam Lallana and Jordan 
Henderson, and aware that Daniel Sturridge would also not last 90 minutes, 
would have chosen to lean on Firmino. At half-time, the refusal to do so appeared 
sheer folly. 18 Points won positions by this season than any Premier 
team Liverpool trailed to a Jonathan Walters goal and were a shambles, having 
failed to get to grips with a 3-5-1-1 formation. That Coutinho and Firmino were 
duly summoned in place of teenagers Ben Woodburn and Trent Alexander-
Arnold, neither of whom had been the worst performers, at the interval smacked 
of a salvage operation. With 20 minutes remaining, a goal from each in the space 
of 126 seconds made good the mission. Klopp was the messiah once more. 
"My life is making decisions," he said. "Some of them are good -- after the game 
you can see it obviously worked -- and some of them are not. So if we lose today 
1-0 then the whole world probably would have said, 'What have you done?' "But I 
really had no other choice, especially with Roberto or Phil. And you could see it in 
the second half. "In the first half an hour you think, 'Why are they out?' and then 
you can see immediately, 'Ah, OK, maybe because of these reasons then?' " That 
aside, the Brazilians were still more than good enough. Coutinho, who had lost 
3kgs in three days after an illness, buried a shot to make it three goals in a week 
and it was Stoke who were feeling sick. "I joined up in the morning," he said. 
"They asked me to stay at home because I was not feeling well but I wanted to be 
here. The manager decided [I should not start] because I was not 100 per cent." 
Firmino's thumping volley after Georginio Wijnaldum's pass from deep had split 
the home defence, setting his team-mate clear, was a delight and means 
that Liverpool have won more points (18) from losing positions than any other 
Premier League team this season. from losing Liverpool -- more other League That 
jars with the impression of them as flaky, though that they were twice indebted 
to Mignolet's reflexes highlights the improvements that mean even with a top-
four place there is a need for ruthlessness. When Klopp stated recently that he 
was not looking to sign a goalkeeper this summer, it was dismissed as a white lie 
by those who see the position as the weak link. However, the reality is that he 
truly believes in Mignolet and Loris Karius. 
Mignolet had already denied Charlie Adam from close range at 1-0 when, 
moments after Liverpoolhad grasped the lead, Marko Arnautovic  delivered a 
tantalising cross that invited Saido Berahino to plunder his first Stoke goal. 
Berahino thrust out his leg, made good contact but had not reckoned on Mignolet 
covering the ground from his front post to the back and spreading himself. The 
ball struck his knee and bounced behind. 
There was a spontaneous round of applause from his team-mates for Mignolet as 
he returned to the dressing room, although having made a beeline for him on the 
pitch Klopp's response was typically pithy. 
"He said I had to make sure I don't give any corners away and keep the ball in my 
hands. He is always there to have a joke," said Mignolet, whose good luck was 
emulated by John Achterberg, the goalkeeping coach, winning the club's Grand 
National sweep. The other factor that cannot be overlooked in the turnaround is 
Stoke's decline as a force. Mark Hughes, the manager, should be concerned that 
an ageing squad is developing an underlying softness exacerbated by their 
shortcomings in front of goal. "We've got to start getting some wins under our 
belt," Geoff Cameron, the midfielder, said. "We should be a lot higher than we are 
when you look at the talent in the changing room." 
Every Stoke mistake was punished whereas Liverpool wriggled off the hook. "I got 
out of jail?" asked Klopp. "All good." 
RATINGS Stoke City (4-4-2): L Grant 6 -- G Johnson 6, R Shawcross 6, B Martins Indi 
5, E Pieters 6 -- X Shaqiri 6, G Cameron 6, J Allen 6 (sub: C Adam 27min, 5; sub: 
Ramadan 81), M Arnautovic 6 -- S Berahino 5, J Walters 7 (sub: G Whelan 68, 5) . 
Substitutes not used S Given, M Muniesa, M Diouf, P Crouch. 
Liverpool (3-5-1-1): S Mignolet 9 -- D Lovren 6, J Matip 6, R Klavan 6 -- T 
Alexander-Arnold 5 (sub: R Firmino 46, 7), E Can 7, G Wijnaldum 6, J Milner 6, N 
Clyne 6 -- B Woodburn 5 (sub: P Coutinho 46, 7) -- D Origi 5 (sub: D Sturridge 68, 
6). Substitutes not used L Karius, A Moreno, M Grujic, L Leiva. Booked Klavan, 
Firmino. 
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Coutinho bins sick note and revives Reds 
PHILIPPE COUTINHO defied doctor's orders by playing in Saturday's victory away 
to Stoke. 
The Brazilian had lost three kilos in three days due to illness. He had not trained. 
The sensible thing was to stay on Merseyside and recuperate - a decision Jurgen 
Klopp himself had backed. 
But Coutinho had other ideas, sending for his driver to whisk him off to the team 
hotel at Crewe Hall just hours before kickoff. He forced the issue himself. 
History will remember this as a comeback victory in tough surroundings, yet the 
immediate impact of Coutinho's selflessness makes it far more significant. On at 
half-time with international teammate Roberto Firmino - who looked fit enough 
to start - the 24-year-old turned the Reds from lifeless to liberated almost 
instantaneously. 
'They asked me to stay at home because I was not feeling well,' said Coutinho, 
who had been suffering with diarrhoea. 'But I wanted to be here. I wanted to be 
involved with the team. 
'The manager decided, because I was not 100 per cent. It was a big win. I think the 
team played well - not just individuals.' Firmino and Coutinho's zest brought new 
enterprise to Liverpool, their goals turning the game around after Jon Walters' 
44th-minute opener for Stoke. 
But Liverpool were also indebted to the much-maligned Simon Mignolet, who 
made stunning saves to thwart Charlie Adam and, incredibly, Saido Berahino. 
'It doesn't happen very often that you can score a goal as a keeper, but this was 
similar,' Mignolet said. 
'Save of the day, month, year, whatever,' said Klopp of the stop from Berahino. 
SUPER STAT: Liverpool have won more points from losing positions (18) than any 
other Premier League team this season. 
STOKE CITY (4-4-2): Grant 7; Johnson 6.5, Shawcross 6, Martins Indi 5.5, Pieters 6; 
Shaqiri 7, Allen 6.5 (Adam 27min, 6); Sobhi 81), Cameron 6, Arnautovic 6.5; 
Berahino 5.5, Walters 7 (Whelan 68). Subs not used: Given, Muniesa, Diouf, 
Crouch. 
Scorer: Walters 44. LIVERPOOL (3-5-2): Mignolet 9; Lovren 5.5, Matip 7, Klavan 5; 
Alexander-Arnold 5.5 (Coutinho 46, 8.5), Milner 6, Can 6.5, Wijnaldum 7, Clyne 6; 
Woodburn 5.5 (Firmino 46, 8), Origi 6 (Sturridge 68, 6.5). Subs not used: Karius, 
Grujic, Moreno, Lucas. Scorers: Coutinho 70, Firmino 72. 
Booked: Klavan, Firmino. Man of the match: Philippe Coutinho. Referee: Mike 
Dean 7. 
 

 
Coutinho ready to spearhead Liverpool's top-four ambitions 
Philippe Coutinho could prove the crucial figure in Liverpool's Champions League 
mission and has surely killed off any lingering doubts over his commitment. 
It would have been easy for Coutinho to stay at home on Saturday, after losing 
over three kilograms through illness, but his desire to make himself available will 
not have gone unnoticed by Jurgen Klopp. 
The Brazilian's appearance as a second-half substitute breathed fresh hope into 
Liverpool's top-four ambitions and he is running into form at a crucial stage of the 
season. 
Coutinho was probably rushed back too soon from the ankle injury in November 
but is now showing glimpses of the form that had him earmarked as a potential 
PFA Player of the Year earlier in the campaign. 
Sadio Mane's absence from the final six games has placed increased pressure on 
Coutinho to step up but he appears willing to embrace that burden. 
"I joined up in the morning [of the game]. They asked me to stay at home because 
I was not feeling well but I wanted to be here. I wanted to be involved with the 
team. The manager decided because I was not 100 per cent," he said. "I want to 
keep going to keep scoring and helping my team and keep learning from my 
manager. This was a big win. There are a lot of points to fight for and every game 
for us is important." 
Klopp was acutely aware of the significance of this victory and arguably got out of 
jail after opting for a bewildering line-up, starting with Coutinho and match-
winner Roberto Firmino on the bench. 
Liverpool were lacklustre in the first half but the introduction of the two Brazilians 
completely altered the direction of the game. Coutinho's equaliser was beautifully 
taken while Firmino's winner 18 minutes from time was excellent, lifting the club 
into third place. 
It was also a day for Liverpool goalkeepers. Simon Mignolet produced a brilliant 
save from Saido Berahino while goalkeeping coach John Achterberg won the 
sweepstake for the Grand National. 
"My life is making decisions, and some of them are good, after the game you can 
see it obviously worked, and some of them are not," said Klopp. "So if we lose 
today 1-0 then the whole world probably would have said, 'what have you done?' 
" Stoke have lost four games in a row and appear in freefall, but should have 
enough points to avoid a relegation battle. 
Jon Walters gave them the lead but they faded badly in the second half, with 
Marko Arnautovic producing one of his most frustrating performances in a Stoke 
shirt. 
Geoff Cameron, the midfielder, said: "We've got to start getting some wins under 
our belt and we know that. We should be a lot higher than where we are when 
you look at the talent in the changing room." 
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Klopp can't recall Mignolet's last mistake 
It was quite a day for Liverpool's goalkeeping department. Their goalkeeping 
coach, John Achterberg, drew the Grand National winner, One for Arthur, in the 
club's sweepstake, while, rather more importantly, Simon Mignolet made two 
world-class saves to ensure Liverpool are still favourites to make the Champions 
League come May. 
After the 2-1 victory at Stoke secured by substitutes Roberto Firmino and Philippe 
Coutinho -- "my half-ill, half-fit boys" as Jurgen Klopp called them --
 Liverpool have six hurdles to clear. None of them looks especially daunting. 
For a man who began his Liverpool career by saving a penalty against Stoke in 
August 2013, Mignolet has had a hard job convincing their supporters that his 
goalkeeping ability met their ambitions. 
Stoke has been Mignolet's litmus test. In May 2015, in Steven Gerrard's farewell 
game for the club, Mignolet conceded six. Here, he was superb. 
"There was never a doubt that Simon is a top keeper," said Klopp. "He is how 
goalkeepers are. He is very confident and this was a goalkeeper's day. I cannot 
remember the last time he made a big mistake." 
Bringing in Loris Karius from one of his former clubs, Mainz, in the summer 
suggested Klopp had plenty of doubts. However, Mignolet seems to have seen off 
that challenge -- Karius has not featured since the three disastrous days in January 
when Liverpool exited the League and FA Cups at home to Southampton and 
Wolves. 
However, of the six teams challenging for the four Champions League 
places, Liverpool and Manchester City are the two who field the weakest 
goalkeepers. 
The Liverpool manager argued that there are certain keepers, like Mignolet and 
Manchester City's Claudio Bravo, who are judged solely on their errors. Once the 
media has made up their mind that a goalkeeper is world class, every mistake he 
makes will be accompanied by the adjective "uncharacteristic". 
"I was a few years in Germany when the whole world was 100 per cent sure 
Manuel Neuer was the best goalkeeper in the world," said Klopp. "He made 
mistakes but nobody spoke about it. When you play at that level, nobody speaks 
about your mistakes. 
"With all goalkeepers it is about the image. Simon is a fantastic, hard-working guy 
and this was his day. We also heard it was John Achterberg's day so this was a day 
for goalkeepers." 
Klopp did not play down the importance of Liverpool's comeback at Stoke. He 
admitted to feeling sick when Bournemouth scored their late equaliser at Anfield 
on Wednesday night. 
Had Stoke held on to their first-half lead, Liverpool would have finished the day 
knowing that Arsenal could afford to lose one of their three games in hand and 
still overtake them. 
Now their six games left pitch them against opposition ranging in difficulty from 
West Bromwich Albion to Middlesbrough, who will probably already be relegated 
when they come to Anfield on the season's final afternoon. In the equivalent 
games earlier in the season, Liverpool won four and drew two. A repeat of those 
results will see them back among the European elite. 
Klopp knew he was taking a gamble by leaving the Brazilians on the bench and 
starting with Divock Origi and 17-year-old Ben Woodburn. But it paid off as 
spectacularly as any Grand National bet. 
"My life is about making decisions," said Klopp. "Some of them are good and 
some of them are not. If we had lost 1-0, the whole world would have said: 'what 
have you done?'" 
 

 
THE POTTYERIES; Klopp gets out of jail after crazy tactical switch 
STOKE CITY 1 Walters 44 LIVERPOOL 2 Coutinho 70, Firmino 72 
THE best thing about the Premier League for Jurgen Klopp? Well, for starters, he 
gets to learn some new English phrases. 
Like 'get out of jail.' Asked after this game if he was familiar with the saying, he 
replied with a huge grin: "No, but I think I can work it out... yeah, yeah, I get it. I 
am sure I understand after this game!" Klopp is one of Europe's most experienced 
coaches and also a dab hand at media analysis, which he practised with 
professional ease in his native Germany even when he was an emerging young 
manager. 
So he knew that by 'resting' Philippe Coutinho and Roberto Firmino for this visit to 
the bet365 Stadium, he was leaving himself open to a storm of criticism should his 
team lose. 
At half-time, he must have felt sick to his boots, that walk to the dressing room a 
journey of half-fury, halfdread. Liverpool were so bad they were lucky to get nil at 
that stage. "If we had lost today then the whole world would have said 'what have 
you done?'," Klopp explained with a grimace. 
"I understand 100 per cent when I make such a decision that, if it goes wrong, I 
will get criticism. That is my life - the life of a coach. 
"My life is making decisions. Some of them are good - after the game you can see 
it obviously worked - and some of them are not." 
By leaving his Brazilian pair on the bench and choosing to go with a five-man 
defence that sat deep, and also abandoning his usual high-pressing game, the 
German left the visitors looking nothing like a Liverpool side...and certainly not a 
Klopp one. This was the least Klopp-like performance of his time on Merseyside so 
far, such a pale shadow of the vibrant, audacious Reds side of earlier in the season 
that even Stoke fans were rubbing their eyes in baffled disbelief. 
In fact, the home team seemed so puzzled that it took them almost 45 minutes to 
capitalise on Liverpool's obvious discomfort. Jon Walters, who makes a habit of 
netting against Liverpool, scored a simple goal, a header from six yards out when 
totally unmarked - a fair summary of the shambles in the defence he terrorised. 
Yet even as he admitted it simply wasn't good enough from his side, Klopp 
insisted there was little other option but to try to stay in the game for as long as 
possible before he could bring on the Brazilian cavalry, away on World Cup duty 
until two days before the game. 
"I really had no other choice, especially with Roberto and Phil," he said. "If I 
started them we could have lost both after half an hour. Phil lost 3kg in three days 
before the game and Roberto wasn't ready. 
"Maybe I'm lucky it worked out. I thought half an hour made real sense and, if it 
was still 0-0 then, it was OK. 
"But we didn't play well, we were 1-0 down, and I had to use them at half-time. I 
got out of jail." There was an element of fortune. Without Simon Mignolet's two 
brilliant saves, Liverpool simply wouldn't have been in the game long enough for 
Coutinho and Firmino to produce their magic and deliver three priceless points by 
scoring in the 70th and 72nd minutes respectively. 
Yet that's the thing about the best managers... they always seem to be the lucky 
ones. 
REF: Mike Dean ATT: 27,568 Stoke Apr 15 Hull (h) Apr 22 Swansea (a) Apr 29 West 
Ham (h) May 6 Bournemouth (a) May 13 Arsenal (h) May 21 Southampton 
(a) Liverpool Apr 16 West Brom (a) Apr 23 Crystal Palace (h) May 1 Watford (a) 
May 7 Southampton (h) May 13 West Ham (a) May 21 Middlesbrough (h) match 
stats 44% POSSESSION 56% 4 SHOTS ON TARGET 4 4 SHOTS OFF TARGET 6 5 
CORNERS 8 7 OFFSIDE 2 7 FOULS 11 0 0 CARDS 0 0 STOKE CITY GRANT 7 Made 
one fine save and did little wrong, beaten by two top finishes JOHNSON 6 Did well 
enough against former club, important for Stoke goal SHAWCROSS 7 Big figure in 
this side, didn't deserve to be on the losing side MARTINS INDI 6 Still looks 
uncomfortable on ball, but an imposing presence in air PIETERS 6 Probably should 
have been penalised for first-half penalty, solid still SHAQIRI 8 A real livewire, 
produced nearly all team's best moments ALLEN 6 Unlucky to pick up injury early 
and clear his team missed his energy CAMERON 6 Hard work in middle, but 
pressed back as Reds came into game ARNAUTOVIC 6 Not able to get on ball or 
get behind defence as usually does. Quiet WALTERS 7 Great goal and another big 
performance against old rivals BERAHINO 6 Had big chance to level but brilliantly 
denied by Mignolet SUBS: Adam (Allen 6) 5 Whelan (Walters 67) 6 Ramadan 
(Adam 81) LIVERPOOL MIGNOLET 9 Two incredible second-half saves to deny 
Stoke, first one won game LOVREN 7 Struggled in first-half system, but stood up 
to task when under cosh MATIP 6 Looks good on the ball, but still questions about 
his physicality KLAVAN 6 Poor in first half with 3 at back, but did much better after 
break on left ALEXANDER-ARNOLD 6 Did well enough going forward, but sacrificed 
at interval WIJNALDUM 6 Another couple of poor mistakes, but ut cality ck, eft 
side ward, takes, g , me sistent t also important for equalising goal CAN 7 
Struggled before interval, but eventually influenced game MILNER 7 A lot of hard 
work in the middle, and was one of most consistent CLYNE 6 Not his best day, he 
was at fault for Stoke goal and struggled on left ORIGI 6 Worked hard and was 
only outlet in first half, but very little service WOODBURN Couple of moments of 
promise, but looked physically out SUBS: Coutinho (Alexander-46) 8 Firmino 
(Woodburn 46) 8 Sturridge (Origi 67) 6 y 6 omise, of depth er-Arnold 
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Liverpool deliver biggest victory of the season in a potentially defining 
afternoon 
Every season has its defining afternoons. This certainly felt like one of them. 
The scenes after the final whistle – both on the field and in the away end – laid 
bare the significance of the outcome. In the face of adversity, Liverpool triumphed. 
This was a win as big as any Jurgen Klopp's men have collected all season. 
As the contest entered the final quarter the Reds were staring another bruising 
setback in the face. Their Champions League mission had gone off the rails. 
On the back of leaking a late equaliser against Bournemouth in midweek, a heavily 
depleted line up had served up a pitiful first-half display There was no Philippe 
Coutinho, no Roberto Firmino, no Sadio Mane, no Adam Lallana, no Jordan 
Henderson and, seemingly, no hope. They trailed to Jonathan Walters' header. 
Klopp was raging at the incompetence of the officials. 
Events were conspiring against injury-ravaged Liverpool. A season was in danger of 
unravelling. Defeat and a torrent of negativity would have followed. The debate 
over the manager's team selection and the shortcomings of his squad would have 
raged all week. But inspired by the introduction of Coutinho and Firmino off the 
bench the Reds fashioned a fightback brimming with guts and desire to seal their 
first away league victory of 2017. On Grand National Day they defied the odds as 
they found reserves of strength during the final furlong. Coutinho had only joined 
up with the squad on Saturday morning having spent the previous three days on 
his sickbed. The little Brazilian wasn't considered fit enough to start after losing 
3kgs in weight, while Klopp had also left out fellow countryman Firmino due to 
fatigue. But when Liverpool were in urgent need of inspiration, the classy duo dug 
deep and delivered as the visitors stunned Stoke City by scoring twice in the space 
of 126 seconds. First, Coutinho drilled home his 10th goal of the season and then 
Firmino took centre stage with a stunning dipping volley to take his tally for the 
campaign to 11 . 'O Magicos' declared the giant banner featuring images of the 
cherished South American pair among the 3,000-strong travelling Kop. The 
magicians have indeed conjured a rabbit out of the hat. However, they weren't the 
only heroes on a day when Liverpool showed it is possible to win without Mane. 
No wonder Klopp made a beeline for Simon Mignolet after embracing his goal 
scorers. The Belgian keeper produced one of the finest displays of his rollercoaster 
Anfield career to help ensure that the Reds held on. The point-blank saves 
Mignolet made from Charlie Adam and then Saido Berahino were world class. 
The manner in which he commanded his penalty box was equally impressive as he 
remained ice-cool under pressure. The roar from the away end after Mike Dean 
brought an end to proceedings told you everything you needed to know about the 
importance of the three points. It keeps Liverpool third and, crucially, they remain 
masters of their own destiny – nine points clear of both Arsenal and Manchester 
United, who both have three games in hand. The psychological lift from winning in 
this kind of manner should be immense as they head into their final six matches. 
Similarly, for those chasing them, it will have been a body blow to see Liverpool 
pull it out of the fire in such circumstances. 'Good Feeling' by Flo Rida was blaring 
out of the PA system before kick-off but few Kopites shared that sentiment when 
the teamsheet dropped. An already tricky assignment looked that much tougher 
following Klopp's omission of Coutinho and Firmino, and the continued absence of 
Mane, Lallana and Henderson. Liverpool were without half their first choice line 
up. There was a full Premier League debut for Ben Woodburn and a second top-
flight start for fellow teenager Trent Alexander-Arnold as Klopp opted to go with a 
3-5-1-1 formation. The last time Liverpool played in black on a spring afternoon in 
the Potteries they were humiliated 6-1. And they didn't fare much better during an 
error-strewn opening 45 minutes which was pretty much devoid of any quality. 
James Milner struggled badly after being restored to the central midfield role he 
covets with his distribution letting him down, while Nathaniel Clyne was a weak 
link at left wing-back. There was an early let-off when Xherdan Shaqiri's strike was 
ruled out for offside. Marko Arnautovic was denied by Mignolet before volleying 
into the side netting after latching on to Dejan Lovren's misplaced clearance. 
A dour contest came to life just before the break. 
Liverpool should have had a clear penalty when Erik Pieters slid in on Woodburn 
but Dean wasn't interested. Klopp remonstrated on the touchline and his mood 
darkened as Stoke countered and broke the deadlock. Clyne failed to track the run 
of Shaqiri, who burst away from Ragnar Klavan down the right and crossed for 
Walters to nod home. Liverpool had three centre-backs on the field but somehow 
Walters was afforded a free header inside the six-yard box. The defending was 
wretched. Klopp had no option but to ring the changes. Coutinho and Firmino 
replaced Woodburn and Alexander-Arnold as Milner was shifted to wing-back. 
It nearly got worse before it got better. Gini Wijnaldum's blunder was seized upon 
by substitute Charlie Adam but Mignolet spared his blushes by sticking out a leg 
and somehow it stayed out. Belatedly, Liverpool started to click. Emre Can started 
to drive them forward as Coutinho and Firmino's influence increased. Both were 
denied by Lee Grant before Lovren's thumping header rattled the bar. 
There was a slice of good fortune thrown in too as Klavan narrowly avoided the 
second booking 25,000 Stoke fans were demanding. Klopp's final throw of the dice 
saw Daniel Sturridge handed his comeback in place of Divock Origi, who failed to 
build on his promising displays against Everton and Bournemouth. With 20 minutes 
 

to go Liverpool were level. Coutinho latched on to Glenn Whelan's poor clearance 
and clinically dispatched it into the bottom corner. What followed was 
breathtaking. Wijnaldum's lofted pass released Firmino, who allowed the ball to 
drop over his shoulder before unleashing an unstoppable first-time effort over 
Grant. Liverpool's game management still left much to be desired as the nerves 
jangled and Stoke threatened to restore parity. Berahino looked destined to score 
at the back post but Mignolet spread himself and saved brilliantly. 
The true value of this win will only be known next month but it felt huge. 
Stoke City: Grant, Johnson, Shawcross, Martins Indi, Pieters, Shaqiri, Allen (Adam 27 
(Ramadan 81)), Cameron, Arnautovic, Walters (Whelan 68), Berahino. 
Not used : Given, Muniesa, Diouf, Crouch. 
Liverpool: Mignolet, Clyne, Lovren, Klavan, Matip, Milner, Can, Wijnaldum, 
Alexander-Arnold (Coutinho 45), Woodburn (Firmino 45), Origi (Sturridge 68) 
Not used : Karius, Moreno, Grujic, Lucas 
Referee : Mike Dean Attendance : 27,568. 

 
Relegation talk way overboard... isn't it? 
Stoke City 1 Liverpool 2 Walters (44); Coutinho (70), Firmino (72) 
There's more chance of Mark Hughes wearing a baseball cap, or Peter Coates 
keeping warm in the directors' box with a black and white scarf wrapped round 
his neck, than Stoke City being relegated. Relegated this season, that is, but an 
increasing number of doubters are clearly becoming concerned about the club's 
welfare next season. Hughes has been around long enough to expect nothing less 
from some quarters, but will be hoping and expecting that there is far more 
confidence at times like this in the boardroom. There should be, given the past 
three-and-a-half years, not that he would complacently assume so. 
Four successive defeats doesn't look pretty, nor does Stoke's slowly deteriorating 
league position, but Saturday provided enough evidence to suggest that enough 
points will be comfortably gained over the last half-dozen games to ward off any 
talk of the bottom three. Just where the club does finish does have implications 
for next season, however, and Hughes will be cracking the whip with his players 
to ensure that results and performances combine over the coming weeks to 
provide some sort of launching pad into a summer of potentially significant buys 
and bye byes. Saturday provided a tantalisingly little glimpse into what once was – 
and what many are hoping will still be – as Xherdan Shaqiri played his first Stoke 
game in two-and-a-half months and encouragingly inspired many of his side's 
better moments. Whether he is auditioning for a longer future at Stoke, or a 
move elsewhere, remains a puzzle however. It was his bright work down the 
right-hand side in the 44th minute that climaxed with him breezing past a 
defender to cross at pace to the near post for Jon Walters, inexplicably left 
unmarked, to head firmly home to become the first Stoke player to score seven 
times against Liverpool. Thank heavens he didn't rip off his top like someone else 
later in the afternoon because he was uncomfortably close to the Liverpool fans 
and might just have been wearing an Everton t-shirt underneath, just for the 
occasion. Stoke were worth their lead, certainly in their own eyes, but it had come 
against a Liverpool side with four first-team certainties missing from their line up. 
And when two of those stepped off the bench at the resumption – goalscorers 
Philipp Coutinho and Roberto Firmino - it was clear Stoke were in for a long 45 
minutes. Not before missing the chance to double their lead five minutes after the 
break, however, and if you want a turning point on Saturday it surely came when 
Charlie Adam's close-range effort struck the keeper's leg and looped agonisingly 
over the goal. Stoke, if they want to cry foul, might also wonder whether Ragnar 
Klavan might just have been booked for a foul on Shaqiri after an hour had he not 
already been yellow carded by Mike Dean. With 11 men safely intact, Liverpool 
powered goalwards in the third quarter of the afternoon and had already forced 
Lee Grant into a couple of saves and thumped the bar from Dejan Lovren's header 
by the time the floodgates briefly opened. Glenn Whelan will be cursing his placid 
clearance as it rolled to Coutinho for an emphatic finish for 1-1. Stoke were 
doubtless still berating themselves barely two minutes later because their 
concentration was in another county as a long ball over the top left Firmino 
trespassing clear and waiting for it to sit up before lashing past Grant. The 
Brazilian ripped off his shirt in celebration to reveal an upper body emblazoned 
with graffiti that deserved red, never mind yellow, from a suitably offended 
referee. Those looking sympathetically upon Stoke's demise would also point with 
rightful enthusiasm to events a minute later when Marko Arnautovic, in one of his 
more productive moments, centred from the left for Saido Berahino to stretch 
and see Mignolet save brilliantly with his knee. Berahino has had his critics during 
his first few months at Stoke and surely requires better luck if he's to silence them 
sooner rather than later. Hughes was later accused of muddling his substitutions 
by those finding another defeat hard to swallow, but he couldn't have foreseen 
Glenn Whelan's introduction to tie up the game at 1-0 up in the 67th minute 
being followed within five minutes by the scenario of having to chase the game at 
2-1 down. The upshot is that at least five positions are probably up for grabs 
heading into Saturday's visit of Hull when home fans, sounding supportive 
throughout against Liverpool, might be less generous if their side confronts 
similar circumstances against abundantly weaker opposition. 
Whispers of a possible relegation battle, however alarmist, have at least 
generated some excitement for a season seemingly heading nowhere in 
particular. But not for too much longer, surely. 
 

 

http://www.stokesentinel.co.uk/ottmar-hitzfeld-claims-xherdan-shaqiri-could-do-with-bayern-munich-8217-s-genius-doctor/story-30257862-detail/story.html
http://www.stokesentinel.co.uk/marko-arnautovic-urged-to-quit-stoke-city-to-join-an-arsenal-or-tottenham/story-30239250-detail/story.html
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Brazilians come off the bench to rescue Reds 
It was one of Jurgen Klopp's gambles of the season and it was rewarded with one 
of the turnarounds of the campaign. The Liverpool manager had concluded that 
his two Brazilians, Roberto Firmino and Philippe Coutinho, worn down by having 
to play international football in South America and then face the Merseyside 
derby, could play "no more than 30 minutes" at Stoke. 
During the interval, having seen Liverpool produce one of their most anaemic 
halves under his management, Klopp thought they might last 45. The boys from 
Brazil did more than just last, scoring the goals that turned this match on its head 
and cemented Liverpool's hold on the Champions League positions. 
Within two minutes of each other first Coutinho and then Firmino found the net. 
At the final whistle, Klopp ran on to the pitch to embrace his goalscorers and 
Simon Mignolet, whose point-blank save ensured Liverpool left the Potteries with 
three points rather than one. The 2,800 who had travelled from Merseyside 
began singing Klopp's name. During the interval, they had been shrugging their 
shoulders at their manager's decisions. 
The sense of bewilderment that came with Liverpool's team sheet was profound. 
It showed Klopp had selected a bench with far more firepower than anything he 
had put on to the pitch. As Klopp surveyed events from the touchline, Coutinho, 
Firmino and Daniel Sturridge were all on the seats behind him. In front of 
the Liverpool manager was an attack led by Divock Origi and 17-year-old Ben 
Woodburn. 
There had been doubts whether Coutinho, afflicted by illness, would have 
featured at all, but since he was on the bench he and Firmino were presumably 
both fit to play at least part of the match. Within minutes of them both coming 
on, Liverpool appeared to possess a cutting edge. Lee Grant in the Stoke goal was 
forced into his first saves of the match while Dejan Lovren's header struck the 
crossbar. 
Then came the goals that ensured Liverpool finished the day third in the Premier 
League, nine points ahead of Arsenal in fifth who have three games in hand. One 
was very good, the second was utterly spectacular. Twenty minutes from the 
finish, with Liverpool pressing increasingly hard, Glenn Whelan's weak header fell 
straight to the tips of Coutinho's boots. It was not quite as spectacular as his finish 
in the Merseyside derby but it was good enough to equalise. 
Liverpool's next was one of the goals of this season. It came from a long ball from 
Georginio Wijnaldum that Firmino allowed to bounce once before smashing the 
ball past Grant for the winner. 
Stoke were stung into some kind of action and should have equalised when Saido 
Berahino met Marko Arnautovic's perfectly-placed low cross a few yards from 
goal. Mignolet saved instinctively with his thigh. 
That Liverpool turned the game so spectacularly is not to belittle the two 
teenagers they replaced. Woodburn might have won a penalty just before Stoke 
scored when he was brought down by Erik Pieters in a tangle of legs just inside 
the area. Trent Alexander-Arnold, another graduate of theLiverpool academy, also 
performed well. However, by the interval, Liverpool had collectively performed so 
indifferently that drastic measures were called for. 
Mark Hughes would argue that Stoke played well, just as they had against 
Manchester United and Chelsea. The sum total of those games has been a single 
point. Stoke have now won five matches in four months and Hughes' mood would 
not have been improved by the loss of Joe Allen to a hamstring injury midway 
through the first half. 
It was a 45 minutes that should have produced more than one goal for the home 
side. It came from a cross by Xherdan Shaqiri that allowed Jonathan Walters to 
head home from three yards. Walters was born on Merseyside and brought up as 
an Everton fan. This was his seventh league goal against Liverpool -- as many as 
Robin van Persie and Alan Shearer. His day, however, was not to get much better. 
Stoke City (4-4-2): Grant; Johnson, Shawcross, Martins Indi, Pieters; Shaqiri, Allen 
(Adam 27, Ramadan 81), Cameron, Aranutovic; Walters (Whelan 68), Berahino. 
Subs not used: Given, Muniesa, Diouf, Crouch. 
Liverpool (3-5-2): Mignolet; Lovren, Matip, Klavan; Alexander-Arnold (Coutinho 
45), Milner, Can, Wijnaldum, Clyne; Woodburn (Firmino 45), Origi (Sturridge 68). 
Substitutes: Karius, Grujic, Moreno, Lucas. 
Referee: Mike Dean. 
 

 
Coutinho and Firmino spare Klopp more travel sickness as Liverpool 
bounce back 
Stoke City 1 
Walters 44 
Liverpool 2 
Coutinho 70, Firmino 72 
Att: 27,568 
Jurgen Klopp made a rapid transformation from tinkerer to tactical genius 
as Liverpool reinforced their Champions League ambitions. 
The introduction of substitutes Philippe Coutinho and Roberto Firmino at half-
time swung the game dramatically and spared Klopp a severe post-match inquest 
at the end of a capricious week. 
Coutinho's swift recovery from illness provided the cure for Liverpool, who had 
been abysmal in the first half, with the Brazilian's cameo proving pivotal before 
Firmino's brilliant winner. Klopp had admitted he was almost sick after the 
giveaway against Bournemouth at Anfield on Wednesday night but this was 
infinitely more palatable, Liverpool's first away win in the Premier League in 2017. 
Firmino's goal completed a remarkable turnaround to sentence Stoke to their 
fourth successive defeat and Mark Hughes cannot have failed to hear the boos at 
the final whistle. 
It could have been uncomfortable for Klopp too, after he bamboozled his own 
supporters by placing Coutinho and Firmino on the bench, opting for teenagers 
Ben Woodburn and Trent Alexander-Arnold at a venue renowned for tests of 
bravery. 
Yet whether it was a gamble that went awry or a slice of fortune (it certainly 
appeared the former), Klopp escaped scrutiny after a win that lifted Liverpool into 
third place, nine points clear of Arsenal in fifth. 
"Job done, it feels good," beamed Klopp. "Nice weather, 63 points and I couldn't 
feel any better. No team in the world wins only the very, very good games. You 
need to win games like this. 
"We played a big gamble on a low battery bringing on Firmino and Coutinho. Phil 
[Coutinho] lost three kilos in the last three days which some people wish but for a 
professional footballer it's not too cool." There was also an outstanding save from 
Simon Mignolet late on, with the Liverpoolgoalkeeper somehow preventing Saido 
Berahino's  close-range effort finding the net. This felt like a huge statement as 
they bid for a top-four finish. 
Stoke are playing like they want the season to end quickly and should have put a 
wimpish Liverpoolout of sight in the first half. 
The home team's domination paid off two minutes before half-time, barely 60 
seconds after Liverpool had claims for a penalty following a rash challenge from 
Erik Pieters on Woodburn. 
It was a sorely-needed piece of magic from Xherdan Shaqiri, making his first start 
since January, with the Swiss winger scampering past Ragnar Klavan to advance 
into the area and present an unmarked Jon Walters with a simple header from 
four yards. Walters, an Everton fan, loves playingLiverpool. This was his seventh 
goal against them. 
Liverpool had been dreadful and Klopp responded at half-time, bringing on his 
two Brazilians. 
Yet Stoke should have increased their lead shortly into the second half, when 
Charlie Adam wasted an easy chance after Georginio Wijnaldum's miscued 
headed clearance. 
It proved a costly miss. Liverpool were now in control, with Dejan Lovren heading 
against the crossbar, and Coutinho delivered the equaliser 20 minutes from time, 
ramming the ball home after Stoke made a mess of Emre Can's cross. 
They were ahead two minutes later, as Firmino raced clear to produce another 
emphatic finish. 
Mignolet's save from Berahino moments later was breathtaking but there was no 
grandstand finish and Liverpool never looked in genuine danger of a 
Bournemouth repeat. 
Hughes said: "We didn't deserve to lose the game in my view. We've got a big 
game coming up against Hull next weekend and we just need to get the job 
done." 
Stoke City (4-4-2) Grant 7; Johnson 6, Shawcross 6, Martins Indi 5, Pieters 5; 
Shaqiri 5, Allen 5 (Adam 27 6, Ramadan 78), Cameron 7, Arnautovic 4; Walters 7 
(Whelan 72 5), Berahino 6. Subs Given (g), Muniesa, Diouf, Crouch. 
Liverpool (3-5-2) Mignolet 8; Lovren 6, Klavan 5, Matip 6; Clyne 6, Milner 6, Can 7, 
Wijnaldum 5, Alexander-Arnold 6 (Coutinho half-time 8); Woodburn 6 (Firmino 
half-time 7), Origi 5 (Sturridge 72 6). Subs Karius (g), Moreno, Grujic, Lucas. 
Booked Klavan, Firmino. 
Referee M Dean (Cheshire). 
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Classy Coutinho rescues Liverpool 
STOKE CITY 1 
Walters 44 
LIVERPOOL 2 
Coutinho 70, Firmino 72 
Just as well for Jurgen Klopp and Liverpool that Stoke City are a bit of a soft touch 
this season, for the home side tamely surrendered a first-half lead once Roberto 
Firmino and Philippe Coutinho dragged themselves off a bench which resembled 
more of a sickbed for Liverpool . They were drafted in for the second half despite 
being under the weather, and both scored after Stoke, through Jon Walters, had 
taken a first-half lead and seemed on course to dent the visitors' Champions 
League hopes. 
Klopp had 17-year-old Ben Woodburn making his first Premier League start, 
alongside Trent Alexander-Arnold, who is 18, but the teenagers only made it to 
half-time before Firmino, who has been overplayed recently because of his 
international commitments, and Coutinho, weakened by a vomiting bug, were 
introduced. "Roberto would normally say nothing about how he feels, but he said 
he was really done," Klopp said. "Phil lost three kilos in the last few days. He said 
he would be fine but we knew he would have a low energy level." 
Coutinho was still the best player on the pitch and manager Mark Hughes more or 
less conceded that Stoke panicked once those two came on, having dominated 
the first period. 
Jonathan Walters is an Everton fan with a passion for scoring goals 
against Liverpool which he indulged again towards the end of a scrappy half. It 
came as a result of some shocking defending from Liverpool as much as anything 
else. Erik Pieters tackled Woodburn on the edge of the Stoke box, perhaps 
illegally, and there was a sense of disbelief as Ryan Shawcross charged out with 
the ball, beating Georginio Wijnaldum and fending off Dejan Lovren far too easily. 
The substitute Charlie Adam, on for the injured Joe Allen, then switched play to 
the right where Glen Johnson and Xherdan Shaqiri combined neatly. Still, it was 
far too easy for Shaqiri to get to the byline as Nathaniel Clyne was caught ball 
watching and Ragnar Klavan charged across with an unsuccessful covering tackle. 
That left Walters free to head in the ball at the near post. It was a reward for 
Shaqiri's persistence as he was denied a goal, narrowly offside, after only three 
minutes. The Swiss international also tripped over himself on occasion, though his 
display was nothing like as frustrating as Marko Arnautovic's on the other flank, 
who had plenty of the ball but could do nothing with it. From Liverpool, there was 
little or nothing. 
Coutinho might have been sick but he had the stomach for the occasion and 
instantly started to pull the strings when he came on. Liverpool started to 
dominate, as Stoke began to drop deep. However, the home side missed a great 
chance to score a second when a clearance from a corner came off the back of 
Wijnaldum and fell into the path of several Stoke players six yards out. Finally 
Adam took responsibility, but Mignolet did well to smother his weak effort. 
It would prove costly. Calibrating their sights correctly on Grant's goal at last, 
Firmino tested Grant with Liverpool's first shot on target just before the hour. The 
Stoke keeper then produced an even better save a couple of minutes later from 
Coutinho's long-range effort. From the corner, Lovren clattered the crossbar with 
a header. 
Stoke were cracking and then their structure collapsed, as Liverpool struck with 
two goals in as many minutes. On 69 minutes, Emre Can's ball into the box should 
have been dispatched straight back out again by Glenn Whelan, but his tame 
attempt at a clearance fell to Cout-inho, who had the composure to pick his spot. 
The second came from even poorer defending as Wijnaldum's hopeful punt 
forward was latched on to by Firmino and, as Pieters appealed for offside having 
been left in his wake far too easily, the attacker blasted a wonderful looping effort 
into the top of Grant's net. 
Moments later, Mignolet produced another excellent save from Saido Berahino's 
close-range effort. He had looked nailed on to score his first Stoke goal from 
Arnautovic's excellent cross, and that knocked what stuffing was left out of Stoke, 
teddy bears these days when the going gets tough. "In the second half maybe 
there was a little bit more anxiety because they had a bit more quality at the top 
end and we needed to keep on doing what we were doing in the first half and see 
it through," Hughes said. 
"But during that period that was when they scored the goals so that is a bit hard 
to take." 
Star man: Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool) Yellow cards: Liverpool: Klavan, Firmino 
Referee: M Dean Attendance: 27,568 Stoke City: Grant 7; Johnson 6, Shawcross 6, 
Martins Indi 6, Pieters 5, Shaqiri 6, Allen 5 (Adam 27min, 5, Ramadan 82min, 5), 
Cameron 5, Arnautovic 5, Walters 7 (Whelan 68min 5), Berahino 5 Substitutes: 
Muniesa, Diouf, Given, Crouch, Liverpool: Mignolet 8, Lovren 5, Klavan 5, Matip 6, 
Alexander-Arnold 5 (Coutinho 45min, 8) Milner 6, Can 6, Wijnaldum 6, Clyne 5, 
Woodburn 5 (Firmino 45min, 8) Origi 5 (Sturridge 68min, 5) Substitutes: Karius, 
Grujic, Moreno, Lucas 
 

 
Roberto Firmino caps Liverpool’s rapid turnaround against Stoke City 
In the end everything came together for Liverpool but this was a strange way to 
win three points, as Philippe Coutinho and Roberto Firmino came off the bench to 
breathe fresh life into a team who had been sleepwalking towards defeat. On 
another day they would be called inspired substitutions, yet the reality is Jürgen 
Klopp’s hand was forced during an afternoon when Liverpool were indebted to 
Simon Mignolet for some outstanding goalkeeping. 
With Liverpool trailing to Jonathan Walters’s first-half goal and playing without 
cohesion or threat, Klopp felt he had no option but to withdraw the 17-year-old 
Ben Woodburn, who had been given his first Premier League start, and the 18-
year-old Trent Alexander-Arnold, to give his team a chance of winning and 
maintaining their pursuit of a top-four finish. 
Coutinho and Firmino came on in the teenagers’ place and straight away Liverpool 
were unrecognisable from the team who toiled so badly in the first half. It was 
Coutinho’s neat finish that brought Liverpool level and two minutes later Firmino 
scored a goal of the highest quality to put Klopp’s team ahead, raising questions 
about whether either of the Brazilians could have started. 
Klopp addressed the issue afterwards, making it clear that playing either from the 
beginning would have been too big a risk, and acknowledged the contribution of 
Mignolet, who made two excellent saves at critical times. The first prevented 
Charlie Adam from doubling Stoke’s lead early in the second half and the second, 
coming just after Firmino had thumped a bouncing ball over the head of Lee 
Grant, was a candidate for save of the season, the Belgian scrambling across his 
line to deny Saido Berahino. 
“We needed Simon Mignolet, he made two outstanding saves,” Klopp said. “The 
second one was the best I’ve ever seen. The save of the day, the month, the year 
– well-deserved for him. He’s had a lot of criticism in his Liverpool career, so to 
show this … sometimes these are the moments you need as a player.” 
As for Coutinho and Firmino, Klopp justified his decision to leave them out of his 
starting XI by pointing to the figures he had received from Liverpool’s sports 
science department, saying: “This was the moment when each alarm clock was 
ringing for both.” Ideally he would not have played them for longer than half an 
hour but that plan went out of the window at half-time. 
“I had a difficult decision to make because it was not clear Roberto and Phil would 
be ready for 45 minutes,” Klopp said. “After the last game, Roberto, who is a guy 
who usually never says anything about how he feels, said: ‘I’m really done.’ It was 
clear that if we tried to bring him through 90 minutes it would cause us real 
problems. Phil lost three kilos in the last few days [owing to illness]. At the hotel 
this morning he said he was fine but we knew he would have low energy levels.” 
The entire Liverpool team looked flat in the first half and Klopp’s disappointment 
at conceding just before the interval was compounded by the fact he felt Mike 
Dean, the referee, should have given the visitors a penalty moments earlier when 
Erik Pieters hacked at Woodburn’s heels. 
Dean waved play on and Xherdan Shaqiri broke away on the left, skipped around 
Ragnar Klavan, who was playing on the left of a three-man central defence, and 
delivered an inch-perfect cross for the unmarked Walters to head home from 
inside the six-yard box. Adam should have scored from a similar position early in 
the second half but Mignolet managed to smother his shot and the significance of 
that moment would soon become clear. 
Liverpool had started to attack with more conviction and it was no surprise when 
Coutinho steered the ball into the bottom corner from 10 yards out to equalise. 
Stoke were still reeling two minutes later when Georginio Wijnaldum’s lofted pass 
from deep invited Firmino to run beyond the Stoke defence. The Brazilian let the 
ball bounce once before striking a wonderful 25-yard shot that flashed over 
Grant. 
Stoke could – and probably should – have salvaged something from the match but 
Mignolet made that breathtaking save to deny Berahino, condemning Mark 
Hughes’s side to a fourth successive defeat and leaving the manager to reflect on 
what might have been. “We needed to take our chances and capitalise when we 
were on top,” he said. 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/football/liverpool
https://www.theguardian.com/football/premierleague
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Liverpool came from behind to beat Stoke City and stay on course for a top-four 
finish thanks to goals by substitutes Philippe Coutinho and Roberto Firmino. 
Unmarked Jon Walters headed the hosts into the lead after meeting Xherdan 
Shaqiri's cross, as the Reds failed to register a first-half effort on target. 
Coutinho levelled with a first-time shot before Firmino smashed the bouncing ball 
beyond keeper Lee Grant after Georginio Wijnaldum's pass. 
Liverpool remain third in the Premier League table. 
Liverpool overcome bottom-half hoodoo 
Much has been made of Liverpool's inability to beat teams in the bottom half of 
the table and for 45 minutes it looked like they were heading for defeat against a 
team that started the day 12th. 
Klopp started with 17-year-old Ben Woodburn and 18-year-old Trent Alexander-
Arnold, while opting to keep Coutinho, who was ill during Wednesday's 2-2 draw 
with Bournemouth, and Firmino on the bench. 
It looked like his plan to give youth a chance had backfired as Walters was left 
totally unmarked to bury Shaqiri's inch-perfect cross past Simon Mignolet. 
It was only after the introduction of Brazilian duo Coutinho and Firmino at the 
start of the second half - in place of Woodburn and Alexander-Arnold - that 
Liverpool played like a team chasing a Champions League spot. 
Dejan Lovren headed against the bar before Coutinho swept home the equaliser 
from 12 yards out. 
Liverpool fans were still celebrating when Firmino lashed a dipping shot over 
Grant from 22 yards, a sublime goal worthy of winning any match. 
Mignolet still had to produce a fine save to deny Saido Berahino, but Liverpool 
hung on to move nine points clear of fifth-placed Arsenal, although the Reds have 
played three games more. 
Stoke lose again to a top-six team 
Stoke slipped to 13th in the table after a fourth successive league defeat. 
They were the better team in the first half but Mark Hughes' side remain without 
a win against a team currently in the top six - eight defeats in 11 games. 
At 1-0 they wasted a great chance to double the lead when Charlie Adam was 
denied at close range by Mignolet after a terrible mistake by Wijnaldum. 
Had that gone it, it could have been a different story. 
The Potters still need another four points to reach 40 with six fixtures left, 
including a home match against Arsenal. 
They ought do it with games to spare - but they need to escape this losing run 
before it causes serious damage. 
Man of the match - Simon Mignolet (Liverpool) 
'I couldn't feel any better' - what the managers said 
Stoke City boss Mark Hughes: "We needed to take our chances and capitalise 
when we were on top. I was happy, we were good value at 1-0 and restricted 
them to very little. 
"Second half they brought their big hitters on, which made an impact, but it took 
a mistake from us. 
"It was a long ball down the middle and we should have dealt with it. When those 
are the things that are happening you think maybe it's not your day." 
Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp: "Philippe Coutinho lost three kilos in the past 
three days, which some people wish - but for a professional footballer it's not too 
cool. 
"Simon Mignolet saved our life. Job done, feels good. Nice weather, 63 points and 
I couldn't feel any better. 
"Now we have a long week. No team in the world wins only the very, very good 
games. You need to win games like this." 
'Comeback kings' - the stats 
Liverpool have won more points from losing positions than any other Premier 
League team this season (18). 
There were just 126 seconds between Liverpool's first and second goals. 
Walters has scored seven times against Liverpool in the Premier League, more 
than he has against any other side. 
Wijnaldum has provided six Premier League assists this season, one more than he 
registered for Newcastle in 2015-16. 
Klopp's side won their first away Premier League game of 2017. 
What's next? 
Stoke can end a four-match losing run at home to Hull City on Saturday, 15 April 
(15:00 BST), while Liverpool are away at West Brom the following day (13:30). 
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Match ends, Stoke City 1, Liverpool 2. 
90'+4' Second Half ends, Stoke City 1, Liverpool 2. 
90'+3' Simon Mignolet (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
90'+3' Foul by Ryan Shawcross (Stoke City. 
90'+1' Offside, Stoke City. Marko Arnautovic tries a through ball, but Ramadan Sobhi is 
caught offside. 
89' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Glen Johnson. 
89' Attempt blocked. Emre Can (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is 
blocked. Assisted by Philippe Coutinho. 
87' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Erik Pieters. 
86' Offside, Stoke City. Erik Pieters tries a through ball, but Ramadan Sobhi is caught 
offside. 
81' Substitution, Stoke City. Ramadan Sobhi replaces Charlie Adam because of an injury. 
79' Attempt blocked. Emre Can (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box is 
blocked. 
78' Hand ball by Geoff Cameron (Stoke City. 
74' Corner, Stoke City. Conceded by Simon Mignolet. 
73' Attempt saved. Saido Berahino (Stoke City right footed shot from very close range is 
saved in the bottom right corner. Assisted by Marko Arnautovic with a cross. 
73' Roberto Firmino (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for excessive celebration. 
72' Goal! Stoke City 1, Liverpool 2. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool right footed shot from 
outside the box to the high centre of the goal. Assisted by Georginio Wijnaldum. 
72' Attempt missed. Xherdan Shaqiri (Stoke City right footed shot from more than 35 
yards is high and wide to the left. 
70' Goal! Stoke City 1, Liverpool 1. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from 
the centre of the box to the bottom left corner. 
70' Attempt blocked. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool right footed shot from the left side of 
the box is blocked. Assisted by Daniel Sturridge. 
68' Substitution, Liverpool. Daniel Sturridge replaces Divock Origi. 
68' Substitution, Stoke City. Glenn Whelan replaces Jonathan Walters. 
68' Attempt missed. Bruno Martins Indi (Stoke City header from the left side of the six 
yard box is high and wide to the right. Assisted by Marko Arnautovic with a cross 
following a set piece situation. 
67' Foul by Dejan Lovren (Liverpool. 
67' Erik Pieters (Stoke City wins a free kick on the left wing. 
65' Attempt missed. Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool left footed shot from outside the 
box misses to the left. Assisted by Roberto Firmino following a corner. 
64' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Ryan Shawcross. 
63' Corner, Stoke City. Conceded by Ragnar Klavan. 
61' Foul by Ragnar Klavan (Liverpool. 
61' Xherdan Shaqiri (Stoke City wins a free kick on the right wing. 
61' Attempt blocked. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from the left side of 
the box is blocked. 
60' Dejan Lovren (Liverpool hits the bar with a header from the centre of the box. 
Assisted by Philippe Coutinho with a cross following a corner. 
60' Delay over. They are ready to continue. 
59' Delay in match Charlie Adam (Stoke City because of an injury. 
59' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Lee Grant. 
59' Attempt saved. Philippe Coutinho (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box 
is saved in the bottom right corner. Assisted by Nathaniel Clyne. 
56' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Lee Grant. 
56' Attempt saved. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool left footed shot from a difficult angle on 
the right is saved in the top right corner. 
55' Attempt missed. Divock Origi (Liverpool right footed shot from the left side of the 
box misses to the right. Assisted by Philippe Coutinho. 
54' Attempt missed. James Milner (Liverpool right footed shot from outside the box 
misses to the left. Assisted by Dejan Lovren with a cross following a corner. 
53' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Ryan Shawcross. 
52' Corner, Stoke City. Conceded by Simon Mignolet. 
52' Attempt saved. Charlie Adam (Stoke City left footed shot from very close range is 
saved in the centre of the goal. Assisted by Saido Berahino. 
51' Corner, Stoke City. Conceded by James Milner. 
50' Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
50' Charlie Adam (Stoke City wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
48' Ragnar Klavan (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
48' Foul by Ragnar Klavan (Liverpool. 
48' Xherdan Shaqiri (Stoke City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
 Second Half begins Stoke City 1, Liverpool 0. 
45' Substitution, Liverpool. Roberto Firmino replaces Ben Woodburn. 
45' Substitution, Liverpool. Philippe Coutinho replaces Trent Alexander-Arnold. 
45'+4' First Half ends, Stoke City 1, Liverpool 0. 
45'+3' Offside, Stoke City. Erik Pieters tries a through ball, but Marko Arnautovic is 
caught offside. 
45'+1' Foul by Jonathan Walters (Stoke City. 
45'+1' Ragnar Klavan (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
44' Goal! Stoke City 1, Liverpool 0. Jonathan Walters (Stoke City header from very close 
range to the top right corner. Assisted by Xherdan Shaqiri with a cross. 
41' Attempt missed. Divock Origi (Liverpool header from the centre of the box is high 
and wide to the left. Assisted by James Milner with a cross following a corner. 
41' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Ryan Shawcross. 
39' Bruno Martins Indi (Stoke City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
39' Foul by Divock Origi (Liverpool. 
37' Offside, Liverpool. Trent Alexander-Arnold tries a through ball, but Georginio 
Wijnaldum is caught offside. 
36' Offside, Stoke City. Xherdan Shaqiri tries a through ball, but Ryan Shawcross is  

 
caught offside. 
36' Attempt missed. Xherdan Shaqiri (Stoke City left footed shot from outside the box is 
close, but misses to the right following a corner. 
36' Corner, Stoke City. Conceded by Georginio Wijnaldum. 
33' Offside, Liverpool. Simon Mignolet tries a through ball, but Divock Origi is caught 
offside. 
32' Attempt missed. Marko Arnautovic (Stoke City right footed shot from a difficult 
angle on the left is close, but misses to the left. 
31' Delay over. They are ready to continue. 
29' Delay in match Ben Woodburn (Liverpool because of an injury. 
29' Foul by Xherdan Shaqiri (Stoke City. 
29' James Milner (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
28' Attempt saved. Marko Arnautovic (Stoke City left footed shot from outside the box is 
saved in the bottom right corner. Assisted by Jonathan Walters. 
28' Ben Woodburn (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
28' Foul by Geoff Cameron (Stoke City. 
27' Substitution, Stoke City. Charlie Adam replaces Joe Allen because of an injury. 
27' Delay over. They are ready to continue. 
25' Delay in match Joe Allen (Stoke City because of an injury. 
25' Foul by Georginio Wijnaldum (Liverpool. 
25' Joe Allen (Stoke City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
18' Attempt missed. Divock Origi (Liverpool right footed shot from the left side of the 
box is high and wide to the right. Assisted by James Milner. 
17' Attempt blocked. Marko Arnautovic (Stoke City header from the centre of the box is 
blocked. Assisted by Xherdan Shaqiri with a cross. 
16' Foul by James Milner (Liverpool. 
16' Xherdan Shaqiri (Stoke City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
15' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Saido Berahino. 
12' Offside, Stoke City. Glen Johnson tries a through ball, but Jonathan Walters is caught 
offside. 
11' Xherdan Shaqiri (Stoke City wins a free kick on the right wing. 
11' Foul by Ragnar Klavan (Liverpool. 
7' Trent Alexander-Arnold (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
7' Foul by Erik Pieters (Stoke City. 
5' Foul by Saido Berahino (Stoke City. 
5' Joel Matip (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
3' Jonathan Walters (Stoke City wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
3' Foul by Ragnar Klavan (Liverpool. 
3' Offside, Stoke City. Marko Arnautovic tries a through ball, but Xherdan Shaqiri is 
caught offside. 
2' Ryan Shawcross (Stoke City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
2' Foul by Ben Woodburn (Liverpool. 
2' Foul by Ben Woodburn (Liverpool. 
2' Marko Arnautovic (Stoke City wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
1' Offside, Stoke City. Saido Berahino tries a through ball, but Marko Arnautovic is 
caught offside. 
 First Half begins. 
Lineups are announced and players are warming up. 
 


